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Spotlight
Mark Your Calendars:

Schedule TODAY to visit our Acoustic and 
RESIDENTIAL/HOSPITALITY Showcase on display 

NOW through the end of May!

Location:
2100 Powell St, 2nd Floor Showroom

Emeryville, CA 94608

Manufacturer Webinars: Click to Register!
• OCL Architectural Lighting - Introducing Rev Petals

• Ecosense- What is new in the Lumium Family
• Prudential Lighting - Latest Advancements in Linear/Slot Lighting

• Beta-Calco- Incredible NEW Products

webinArs

Targetti Agent News:
Two weeks left to join the hunt!

To celebrate the launch of their new website, join us for a virtual 
scavenger hunt thorughout the site! Click to join the fun! 

Product Showcase

mailto:cmarcipan%4016500.com?subject=RSVP%20for%20Acoustic%20Showcase
https://16500.com/training-and-education/
https://targettiusa.com/hunt-is-on/
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NEW Product Update:

ANDLIGHT VALE:  

The Vale series crystallizes light in its 

transitional state. The undulating profile of 

the lens translates emitted light to a 

striking gradient; while its prismatic 

surface further carries light across, 

creating a soft hue and ambient diffusion. 

Technically intricate, Vale optimizes 

functionality through its multi directional 

luminescence.

BETA-CALCO Bangle:

Bangle™ is a tubular luminous shape that 

emits light spatially across all planes. It 

features a highly efficient diffuser which 

delivers 78 LPW whilst providing uniform 

illumination. With its distinct combination 

of aesthetics and high performance it can 

be used as the sole light source in any 

environment. With power over aircraft 

cables as standard, Bangle provides 

a clean and minimalist architectural 

installation.

https://andlight.ca/VALE-Overview
https://www.3glighting.com/FamilyDetails.aspx?cf=1&FID=31
http://https://betacalco.com/products/c-ring/configurator
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BLACKJACK JackTrack 1.4 System: 

JackTack is a versatile system that can 

suspend any of the BlackJack’s multiport 

pendants and or a linear LED strip in a 

variety of lengths. It can be flush mounted, 

stem mounted or suspended and can be 

built in a linear fixture or in a larger grid to 

fit a large range of applications.

HYDREL SAF Architectural Floodlights:

Great beams come in small form factors. 

With smooth edges and a minimalist 

design, the SAF family delivers powerful 

lumen output and precise distributions. 

With three sizes, twelve beam spread 

options, multiple mounting and accessory 

options, and five standard color 

temperatures (plus amber) this luminaire 

is the “Swiss army knife” of the flood light 

world. 

NEW Product Update:

https://www.blackjacklighting.com/systems/jacktrack-1-4-systemdesign
https://modernforms.com/product/mykonos
http://https://hydrel.acuitybrands.com/products/family/saf-architectural-floodlights
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PINNACLE Chute:

Chute is comprised of a fully concealed 

indirect light source. Light rebounds into 

the space off the highly reflective, single-

piece reflector system. Made of a highly 

durable, robust material, the reflector 

system is installed at the factory and ships 

within the fixture. It has a transparent co-

extruded Light Protection Guard (LPG) that 

shields all LED components while offering 

a smooth, wipeable surface.

PRUDENTIAL BionicPro:

A complete family of 2˝ – 3˝ – 4˝ – 5˝ 

apertures, linear and recessed, all with a 

continuous seamless lens.

Breakthrough technology in controlling 

and shaping light with Prudential’s 

patented TruBeam optics all with industry-

best delivered lumens, efficacy and 

distributions.

NEW Product Update:

https://delraylighting.com/product/arctic-arl1/
http://www.pinnacle-ltg.com/Chute-family
http://www.amico.com/products/lights/mri-suite/downlights/low-profile-recessed-6-downlight
https://www.prulite.com/product-category/bionic-pro/
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SPI Zynn 2:

Available in diameters of 2’ to 16’, the 

Zynn 2” Ring family is offered in every 

size needed to fit your need. With three 

distributions (direct/indirect, direct, and 

indirect) and three output options the Zynn 

2” Ring gives you the ability to select the 

combination of light that’s best suited 

for your environment. Handcrafted with 

incredible attention to detail, the luminaire 

exhibits the exceptional refinement that 

matters to you. 

TESLYTE HR-TD Series:

Featuring symmetrical or asymmetrical 

light distributions and stainless steel 

construction Teslyte’s IP67 handrail pucks 

offer a long lasting durability and withstand 

high-traffic use. The Teslyte HR-TD Series 

is an inconspicuous recessed handrail 

light that serves as an exceptional lighting 

source for stairways making it ideal to 

illuminate stairways and walkways of 

residential, commercial and hospitals alike.

NEW Product Update:

https://targettiusa.com/product/fortyeight-multisystem-track-recessed-deep-trimless/
https://www.spilighting.com/Family/zynn-2-ring-pendant
https://www.pureedgelighting.com/edge/products/lazer_line_.5.php?bc=Products%7CSuspension%7CSoft%20Line%20And%20Lazer%20Line
http://teslyte.com/handrail
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Controls Insider:
Sensor Switch Switches Update 

(WSXA/WPD):
The new and improved wall switch devices from 

Sensor Switch are designed for both commercial 

and residential applications. With the WPD (Forward 

-Phase Dimmer Switch) that works with most

dimmable incandescent, LED and CFL lamp fixtures 

the easy configuration allows the user to provide 

on/off and dimming controls with single-pole or 

3-way control with a regular on/off mechanical

switch. The WSXA is truly an all-in-one solution

that is designed for convenience. Not only does

it combine multiple energy saving strategies 

including 0-10v dimming it also offers multi-way 

controls! These new and improved screwless wall 

plate designs makes for easier installation and 

more modern aesthetic. Hardware samples can be 

provided at your request!

Sensor Switch 
Mobile APP:

The Sensor Switch Mobile App allows for 
contractors to easily program sensors 
using a mobile device. The technology 

uses your smartphone’s camera flash or 
Bluetooth wireless technology to configure 

settings on VLP-enabled Sensor Switch 
Occupancy sensors, photocontrols 
and luminaire-embedded sensors. 

Simply set occupancy time delay, trim 
values, photocontrol options and more 
with this visually intuitive tool. Sensor 

customization has never been easier! For 
more details and live demos check out the 
link or contact us to schedule a training! 

https://www.acuitybrands.com/products/detail/1154161/sensorswitch/wpd/phase-dimmer-switch
https://www.acuitybrands.com/brands/lighting-controls/sensorswitch/vlp
https://www.acuitybrands.com/products/detail/1176886/sensorswitch/wsxa-series/wall-switch-sensor-with-occupancy-detection-and-daylighting
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Constructive Corner:
Fire Rating for Multi-Family Building Webinar 

April 7th at 1:30pm 
California is currently experiencing changes to its multi-family building sector. 

With these changes, fire safety has grown in importance. Make sure your 
lighting is specified to UL 263 standards. 

In this co-sponsored, 30-minute event, experts from Acuity Brands® and 16500 
will break down the misconceptions around UL 263 fire rating so that you can 

make the best decisions when choosing lighting for your multi-family projects.

Lithonia Basics Exit Signs and Combos are now Switchable:
The EXRG and ECRG contain an internal red/green LED switch as well as four (two green, two red) faceplate lens inserts to 

easily change the letter color of the sign. This product comes standard three-face, which includes an extra face plate with red 

and green inserts to change a single face sign to a double face sign. Both the EXRG and ECRG come standard universal mount 

– top, end or back mounting with snap-out and snap-in chevrons, making it the most field-configurable, universal emergency

exit combo on the market today.

Introducing Juno Podz:
Key Features:

Available in 4”, 5” and 6” apertures

Switchable CCTs : 2700K, 3000K, 3500K, 4000K, 5000K

Switchable Lumens: 700L, 1000L, 1200L

Standard WarmDim setting that warms the LED CCT from 

2850K to 1900K over the dimming range

5 trim finishes to choose from

Less than 3” deep

120V Forward/Reverse Phase Cut, 5% dim -or- Multi-Volt 

(120-277), 0-10V, 10% dim

IC Rated

Wet location listed

Exceptional glare control

Universal Remodel Junction Box for remodel installations

New Construction Mounting Frame for new construction

ENERGY STAR and T24 standards

register now

https://img.acuitybrands.com/public-assets/catalog/855690/cpx.pdf?abl_version=02%2f17%2f2021+20:51:27&DOC_Type=SPEC_SHEET
https://www.acuitybrands.com/products/family/eseries
https://www2.acuitybrands.com/juno-and-sixteen5hundred-fire-rating-webinar
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New Faces:

Check out our monthly Short Digitals for a chance to win a Grand Prize!

Short Digital

Meet Chris Orton! Our newest member of 
our Quotations team!

https://16500.com/digitalshort/
https://16500.com/team/
https://www.instagram.com/sixteen5hundred/
https://www.facebook.com/sixteen5hundred
https://www.linkedin.com/company/sixteen5hundred



